DUCT TAPE FLOWERS

Materials: • Assorted duct tape • Pens or other sturdy sticks • Non-Stick scissors (optional)

**Step 1**
Start by ripping a 2x2 inch strip of tape. It doesn't have to be exact, in fact I recommend making varying sizes of petals it makes it seem more real.

**Step 2**
Fold the top right corner over on itself making sure you leave adhesive on the left side.

**Step 3**
Fold over the other side so you still have some glued side on the bottom.

**Step 4**
Tightly wrap the petal around your base.


Youtube Video: [http://youtu.be/g5qoT2x3JW8](http://youtu.be/g5qoT2x3JW8)
**Step 5**

Build your petals off the base until you are satisfied with your flower.

**Step 6**

Rip off a decent sized piece of green duct tape and rip it in half the long way. Starting at the top of the rose, wrap the green tape tightly around the stem. If you are making a pen, stop before you hit the ink.

**Step 7**

Once you have finished wrapping your stem, cut small squares of greed duct tape to reinforce the base of the flower and to add to the look of the stem.